On the impact of non-local gravity on compact stars
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Abstract. We study the impact of non-local modifications of General Relativity on stellar structure. In particular, assuming an analytic distortion function, we made use of remnant stars to put qualitative constraints on a parameter not directly restricted by solar system tests. Using current data sets available for white dwarfs and strange quark stars candidates, we find that the most stringent bounds come from the objects displaying the highest core densities, such as strange quark stars and neutron stars. Specifically, the constraints obtained from this class of stars are three to four orders of magnitude tighter than those obtained using white dwarfs.
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1 Introduction

From the very inception of General Relativity (GR) people have looked for alternative theories of gravity. Most of these extensions are manifestly local. Note, however, that non-localities may appear naturally at high and low energies. The possibility that gravitational interactions become non-local near the Planck scale is suggested among others by string theory [1, 2]. On the other hand, infrared non-localities may appear in effective field theories obtained by integrating out light degrees of freedom [3–5] or in quantum gravity approaches aimed to solve the unboundedness of the Euclidean Einstein-Hilbert action [6, 7]. In particular, since graviton fluctuations exists generically around flat spacetimes, there is no fundamental reason to assume that the effective gravitational action must be local.

The implications on non-localities in cosmology have been extensively studied in the literature, with special emphasis on the early and late acceleration of the Universe [8–31]. In this paper, we turn our attention to potential constraints coming from remnant stars, since any viable new extension of GR must necessarily pass this class of astrophysical tests to be validated. To this end, we will focus on a specific setting in which the effect of non-localities is encoded on functionals of the dimensionless covariant combination $\phi \equiv \Box^{-1} R$, with $R$ the Ricci scalar and $\Box^{-1}$ the Green function of the d’Alembertian operator $\Box \equiv \nabla^\mu \nabla_\mu$, with $\nabla_\mu$ the Christoffel covariant derivative [6]. For a given spherical collapsed structure of mass $M$ and size $L$, this quantity is of the order of the compactness, defined as the ratio of Schwarzschild radius to the radius of object, $\phi \equiv R/\Box \sim R \times L^2 \sim GM/L$. While this parameter is significantly smaller than one in the solar system, it becomes sizable in more compact objects such as white dwarfs, neutron stars or strange quark stars, opening the possibility of testing non-local gravity theories with astrophysical observations.

Obtaining accurate and model-independent astrophysical constraints on modified gravity scenarios is of course a rather subtle issue, since the uncertainties associated with the choice of a equation of state and the modelling of the wide range of densities, temperatures, isospin asymmetries and layers encountered in the stellar interior unavoidably interfere with the assumed theory of gravity. This limitation is particularly relevant for neutron stars since current terrestrial experiments are unable to test the behavior of cold nuclear matter at densities above the saturation density of nuclei, $\rho_s = 2.8 \times 10^{14} \text{ g cm}^{-3}$ [32], and therefore the extreme conditions taking place in the deep core of these objects. In the lack of a definitive
characterization of the equation of state of compact objects, we will restrict ourselves to a qualitative rather than quantitative analysis of the impact on non-localities in compact stars. Nevertheless, we expect the forthcoming gravitational-wave, X-ray and gamma-ray detectors to make compact stars a powerful tool to constrain non-local theories of gravity. In particular, since those stars are scattered across the Milky Way, and more noticeably near the supermassive black hole at the Galactic center, they can validate the theory in different environments within the Galaxy. Moreover, such bounds could be particularly insightful once we have a better knowledge of those stars’ inner structure, including their equation of state (EoS). Here, we present a first attempt to constrain a non-local gravity theory using two fiducial classes of compacts stars, namely white dwarfs and strange quark stars.

Our work in this article is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces non-local theories of gravity by considering an exemplary setting not involving new dimensional parameters beyond those already present in the usual Einstein-Hilbert action. The generalized Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equations describing the evolution of spherically collapsed systems are presented in Section 3, leaving for Sections 4 and 5 their application to specific scenarios such as white dwarfs and strange quark stars. Finally, our conclusions are presented in Section 6.

## 2 An exemplary non-local model

Non-local models of gravity are typically written down as an Einstein-Hilbert term supplemented by a number of integral or infinite-derivative curvature operators [33]. For the sake of concreteness, we will here consider a simple non-local model

\[
S = \int d^4 x \sqrt{-g} \left\{ \frac{1}{2 \kappa^2} \left[ R \left[ 1 + f(\Box^{-1} R) \right] + \frac{1}{2} g_{\mu\nu} \partial^\rho \xi \partial_\rho \phi + \partial_{(\mu} \xi \partial_{\nu)} \phi \right] \right\} + S_M
\]

(2.1)

distorting GR by an arbitrary function \( f \) of the dimensionless quantity \( \Box^{-1} R \), with \( \kappa = M_P^{-1} = (8\pi G)^{1/2} \) the inverse Planck mass and \( S_M \) the matter action. This type of theory was suggested to cure the unboundedness of Euclidean Einstein gravity [6] and has been extensively studied in a cosmological setting [8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 21, 23, 24, 26, 28–31]. In this paper, we will assume it to be just a convenient parametrization of non-localities at small scales. In particular, we make no claims about its validity at cosmological distances or the potential implications associated with this extension [28–31].

In order to study the inhomogeneous response of the distortion function \( f(\Box^{-1} R) \) to the energy-momentum tensor of compact objects, it is convenient to introduce an auxiliary scalar field \( \phi \) and a Lagrange multiplier \( \xi \) such that the non-local action (2.1) is brought to a local form [9, 34]

\[
S = \int d^4 x \sqrt{-g} \left\{ \frac{1}{2 \kappa^2} \left[ R (1 + f(\phi)) + \xi (R - \Box \phi) \right] \right\} + S_M
\]

(2.2)

where in the last step we have integrated out a total derivative. The associated equations of motion are derived by performing the variation with respect to \( \xi \), \( \phi \) and \( g_{\mu\nu} \), getting respectively

\[
\Box \phi = R, \quad \Box \xi = f_{,\phi}(\phi)R, \tag{2.3}
\]

\[
G_{\mu\nu}(1 + f(\phi) + \xi) + (g_{\mu\nu} \Box - \nabla_\mu \nabla_\nu)(f(\phi) + \xi) - \frac{1}{2} g_{\mu\nu} \partial^\rho \xi \partial_\rho \phi + \partial_{(\mu} \xi \partial_{\nu)} \phi = \kappa^2 T_{\mu\nu}, \tag{2.4}
\]
with \( T_{\mu\nu} \equiv -2\sqrt{-g}\delta S_M/\delta g^{\mu\nu} \) the energy-momentum tensor of the matter action and the parenthesis around indexes denoting symmetrization.

The original non-local form (2.1) is recovered by inserting the constraint (2.3) into the local action (2.2), being therefore the two representations equivalent on-shell. It is important to note, however, that we are not dealing with a standard scalar-tensor theory involving new degrees of freedom beyond the metric. In particular, the use of the inverse operator \( \square^{-1} \) in Eq. (2.1) implies a choice of boundary conditions, understood these as a property of the theory itself rather than as free parameters to be varied for each solution [33]. The condition for \( \phi \) can be obtained by expanding the Ricci scalar in an eigenvector basis of the D’Alambertian operator [6],

\[
R(x) = \sum_n a_n R_n(x), \quad \square R_n = \lambda_n R_n(x), \quad \square^{-1} R(x) = \sum_n a_n \lambda_n^{-1} R_n(x), \tag{2.6}
\]

and requiring regularity for non-vanishing eigenvalues \( \lambda_n \) \((\square R = 0 \Rightarrow R = 0)\). For the Ricci-flat geometries we will be interested in in this paper, this implies \( \phi = \square^{-1} R = 0 \) there [6, 11]. We will come back to this condition in the next Section, when describing the exterior of isolated stellar objects [cf. Eq. (3.14)].

### 3 Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equations

The field equations (2.3)-(2.5) can be reduced to ordinary coupled differential equations by considering a specific spacetime geometry. Neglecting for simplicity the stellar rotation, we assume here a static and spherically symmetric line element

\[
d s^2 = -e^{2\nu(r)} dt^2 + e^{2\lambda(r)} dr^2 + r^2(d\theta^2 + \sin^2 \theta d\varphi^2), \tag{3.1}
\]

with \( t, r, \theta \) and \( \varphi \) a set of Schwarzschild-like coordinates and \( \nu(r) \) and \( \lambda(r) \) two independent functions of the radial coordinate only. Given a perfect energy-momentum tensor \( T_{\mu\nu} = \text{diag}(-\rho, p, p, p) \) with \( \rho \) the energy density and \( p \) the isotropic pressure, the \( tt \) and \( rr \) components of Einstein equations (2.5) take the form [35]

\[
(1 + f(\nu) + \xi) \left( \frac{1 - e^{2\lambda}}{r^2} - \frac{2\lambda'}{r} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \xi' + \left( \frac{2}{r} - \lambda' \right) (f' + \xi') - \left( \phi'' f_\phi + \phi'^2 f_\phi + \xi'' \right) = \kappa^2 e^{2\lambda} \rho,
\]

\[
(1 + f(\nu) + \xi) \left( \frac{1 - e^{2\lambda}}{r^2} + \frac{2\nu'}{r} \right) - \frac{1}{2} \xi' - \left( \frac{2}{r} + \nu' \right) (f' + \xi') = -\kappa^2 e^{2\lambda} p, \tag{3.2}
\]

with the primes denoting derivatives with respect to the radial coordinate \( r \). Note that the isometries of the metric are inherited by the scalar fields \( \phi \) and \( \xi \), as well as by the functions constructed out of them. These formulas are supplemented by the field equations (2.3) and (2.4),

\[
\phi'' + \left( \frac{2}{r} + \nu' - \lambda' \right) \phi' - \mathcal{G} = 0, \quad \xi'' + \left( \frac{2}{r} + \nu' - \lambda' \right) \xi' - 2 f_{\phi} \mathcal{G} = 0, \tag{3.3}
\]

and the trace of Einstein’s equations

\[
2(1 + f(\phi) + \xi) \mathcal{G} + \phi' \xi' - 3 \left( \phi'' f_\phi + \phi'^2 f_{\phi\phi} + \xi'' \right) + \left( \frac{2}{r} + \nu' - \lambda' \right) (f' + \xi') = \kappa^2 e^{2\lambda} (\rho - p), \tag{3.4}
\]
where, for the sake of compactness, we have defined a combination

$$G \equiv \nu'' + \nu' + \frac{2}{r}(\nu' - \lambda') + \frac{1 - e^{2\lambda}}{r^2}.$$  

(3.5)

Given a distortion function \(f(\phi)\), the numerical solutions of this highly non-linear Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) problem [36, 37] can be found by assuming either a specific solution for the metric tensor or an equation of state (EoS) \(p(\rho)\) characterizing the relation between the internal pressure and the energy density. The first approach was followed in Ref. [35], where the authors constructed an empirical equation of state by imposing the metric potentials \(\lambda(r)\) and \(\nu(r)\) to be quadratic in the radial coordinate \(r\). Here, on the contrary, we will assume a physically-motivated EoS right from the beginning and determine from it the metric potentials dictating the observable properties of the star.

For the distortion function, we will assume it to be analytic,

$$f(\phi) = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} f_i \phi^i \simeq f_1 \phi + f_2 \phi^2 + \ldots,$$  

(3.6)

and benefit from the existing solar system constraint on the first term, \(|f_1| \lesssim 5.7 \times 10^{-6} [11]\), focusing our attention in the next coefficient \(f_2\). \(^1\) For the equation of state, we will consider two illustrative cases applicable to compact objects: i) a Chandrasekhar EoS describing white dwarfs and ii) a color-flavor locked EoS describing strange quark stars. For each of these scenarios, we will numerically integrate the structure equations from the center to the surface of the star, imposing boundary conditions for the fluid, the metric potentials and the scalar fields at its center, namely

\[
m(0) = 0, \quad \rho(0) = \rho_c, \tag{3.7}
\]
\[
\nu(0) = \nu_c, \quad \nu'(0) = 0, \tag{3.8}
\]

and

\[
|\xi(0)| = 5.5 \times 10^{-6}, \quad \xi'(0) = 0, \tag{3.9}
\]
\[
\phi(0) = \phi_c, \quad \phi'(0) = 0, \tag{3.10}
\]

with the subindex \(c\) denoting central values. This provides, among other observables, the mass function of the star,

$$e^{-2\lambda(r)} \equiv 1 - \frac{2GM(r)}{r},$$  

(3.11)

as a function of the radial coordinate \(r\). Finally, we match the interior solution to a exterior vacuum solution described by the Schwarzschild geometry

$$ds^2 = -\left(1 - \frac{2GM}{r}\right)dt^2 + \left(1 - \frac{2GM}{r}\right)^{-1}dr^2 + r^2(d\theta^2 + \sin^2\theta d\varphi^2),$$  

(3.12)

\(^1\)A rough upper limit on \(f_2\) can be obtained by requiring the consistency of the perturbative treatment. In particular, if the condition \(|f_2 \phi^2| \leq |f_1 \phi|\) is not satisfied, higher-order corrections will overpass the first order contribution, giving rise to inconsistencies with the above solar system tests. Taking into account the value of the compactness parameter in the solar system, \(\phi \sim GM/\hat{L} \simeq 2.12 \times 10^{-6}\), we get \(f_2 \lesssim 2.7\).
with $M$ the stellar mass. The matching conditions require (cf. the discussion at the end of Section 2)

$$p(R) = 0, \quad \phi(R) = 0, \quad m(R) = M,$$

$$e^{2\nu(R)} = 1 - \frac{2GM}{R},$$

with $R$ the radius of the star. The obtained profiles are then checked to satisfy several physicality requirements, such as the causality condition for the speed of sound,

$$0 < c_s^2 \equiv \frac{dp}{d\rho} < 1,$$

the stability bound for the adiabatic index \cite{38},

$$\Gamma \equiv c_s^2 \left(1 + \frac{\rho}{p}\right) > \frac{4}{3},$$

and the strong energy condition,

$$\rho + p \geq 0, \quad \rho + 3p \geq 0.$$

Note that, if the latest requirement is fulfilled, the weak energy condition ($\rho \geq 0, \rho + p \geq 0$), the null energy condition ($\rho + p \geq 0$) and the dominant energy condition ($\rho \geq |p|$) are automatically satisfied.

Finally, we stress that for a given central pressure and energy density, the central values of $\phi_c$ and $\nu_c$ cannot be picked up at random. Instead they must be computed by applying a shooting method, such that all the matching conditions are simultaneously fulfilled, and the whole numerical scheme is self-consistent.

4 White dwarfs

In a nutshell, the evolution of a white dwarf can be described as the end stage of the evolution of a progenitor main-sequence star with a mass smaller than $10 M_\odot$. In the advanced post-main sequence phase, the star ejects its outer layers of light elements in the form of a planetary nebula, leaving behind a white dwarf: an Earth-size solar-mass remnant with a Helium or Carbon/Oxygen core and a hydrogen or helium atmosphere \cite{39}. Given the lack of enough light elements to ignite further fusion reactions, the gravitational collapse of this compact star is only prevented by the degeneracy pressure of its constituent electrons. Once formed, the white dwarf cooling is inevitable, starting with an intense neutrino emission of a very hot and young white dwarf, and ending up as a cold and old white dwarf with a crystallized core \cite{40}.

While it is nowadays possible to develop quite robust models of white dwarfs (see e.g., \cite{41} and references therein), we opt here for a simple model that has the advantage of being analytical (see Refs. \cite{42} and \cite{43}). Despite its simplicity, the results obtained in this paper are not expected to be significantly different from those following from more sophisticated
Figure 1. Theoretical energy density, pressure, mass function and scalar field profile for a WD displaying a polytropic Chandrasekhar EoS (4.2), a fiducial non-local coefficient $f_2 = 5$ and a central energy density $\rho_c = 7.7 \times 10^5$ gr/cm$^3$.

analysis. Therefore, in the following we shall assume an ideal Fermi gas with energy density and pressure

$$\rho_{\text{WD}} = \frac{2}{(2\pi)^3} \int_{0}^{k_F} d^3k \sqrt{k^2 + m^2}, \quad p_{\text{WD}} = \frac{1}{3} \frac{2}{(2\pi)^3} \int_{0}^{k_F} d^3k \frac{k^2}{\sqrt{k^2 + m^2}}, \quad (4.1)$$

with $m$ denoting the electron mass and $k_F$ the Fermi wavenumber following from the electron number density $n = k_F^3/(3\pi^2)$. In the non-relativistic limit, $k_F \ll m$, these expressions lead to a polytropic EoS [44]

$$p = K_{\text{WD}} \rho^{5/3}, \quad (4.2)$$

with

$$K_{\text{WD}} = \frac{(3\pi^2)^{5/3}}{15\pi^2 m(\mu_e m_u)^{5/3}}, \quad (4.3)$$

$m_u = 1.66 \times 10^{-27}$ kg the unified atomic mass unit [45] and $\mu_e = A/Z$ the average molecular weight per electron, with $A$ and $Z$ the mass and atomic numbers of the core element.

In this preliminary analysis, we choose to study the function $f(\phi)$ in Eq. (3.6) by computing the magnitude of the coefficient $f_2$ and fixing $f_1$ to the value obtained from solar system tests. A typical output of numerically solving the generalized TOV equations (3.2)-(3.3) for the above EoS is shown in Fig. 1, where we display the radial behavior of the pressure, the energy density, the mass function and the field profile for a fiducial value
Figure 2. Theoretical WD mass-radius relation for the polytropic Chandrasekhar EoS (4.2) and different values of the non-local coefficient $f_2$. We display profiles for the GR limit $f_2 = 0$ (black dashed), $f_2 = -600$ (red), $f_2 = -200$ (magenta), $f_2 = 40$ (orange), and $f_2 = 80$ (brown). Positive values of $f_2$ shift the profiles to the right, whereas negative values shift them to the left. The data points correspond to observed white dwarfs stars with effective temperatures $T < 20,000$ K [46].

of the coefficient $f_2$ in Eq. (3.6). Note that, as anticipated from dimensional estimates in Section 1, the central value of the $\phi$ field is comparable to the compactness of white dwarfs. The scalar field $\phi$ varies monotonically from $1.4 \times 10^{-4}$ at the center to 0 at the surface. Such a low central $\phi$ value is related to the fact that GR contributions coming from the generalized TOV equations are negligible when computing the structure of white dwarfs. In part, this explains why the internal structure of white dwarfs is still well described within the Newtonian approximation. The mass-radius relation obtained for different $f_2$ values is further depicted in Fig. 2, clearly illustrating that large values of this parameter seem to be acceptable within the current uncertainties. Although a more detailed study could lead to a more accurate constraint, this straightforward model is already able to establish a bound $-600 \lesssim f_2 \lesssim 80$. This estimate could be additionally improved by accounting for leading-order Coulomb corrections at the level of the EoS [47, 48] or by taking into account the specific temperature dependence of each star via numerical simulations [49]. Since we do not expect these modifications to alter the qualitative picture described above, we postpone the detailed study of this issue to a future work.

5 Strange quark stars

Non-local effects are expected to become important for smaller $f_2$ values in compact objects exceeding the densities of white dwarfs.

The recent observation of gravitational waves and electromagnetic radiation from a neutron star merger [50, 51] illustrates the potential of these objects for constraining modi-
Figure 3. Theoretical energy density, pressure, mass function, scalar field profile, speed of sound and relativistic adiabatic index for strange quark stars displaying the CFL EoS (5.3), a fiducial non-local coefficient $f_2 = -0.3$ and central pressure $p_c = 0.75\, B$. Clearly, causality, stability and energy conditions are all fulfilled.

Friedmann gravity theories like the Horndeski and beyond Horndeski scenarios [52–55]. On top of that, it has improved our knowledge of the Quantum Chromodynamics EoS, imposing tight constraints on the maximum mass, radii and tidal deformability of neutron stars [56–62].

Despite the success, the extraction of relevant information is still rather limited and other less conventional scenarios such as strange-quark stars [63, 64] remain compatible with data. Given this intrinsic uncertainty, we will restrict ourselves to the latest possibility as a case of study, understanding the corresponding results as qualitatively extensible to neutron star scenarios of similar compactness.

Strange quark stars are based on the seminal works of Itoh [66], Bodmer [67], Terazawa
Figure 4. Theoretical strange quark stars’ mass-radius relation for the EoS (5.3) and different values of the non-local coefficient $f_2$. We display profiles for the GR limit $f_2 = 0$ (black dashed), $f_2 = -0.35$ (brown), $f_2 = -0.2$ (orange), $f_2 = 0.2$ (red), and $f_2 = 0.35$ (magenta). Positive values of $f_2$ shift the profiles to the right, whereas negative values shift them to the left. Data points correspond to the strange quark candidates in Ref. [65].

[68] and Witten [69], where it was proposed that strange quark matter consisting of up, down and strange quarks in weak equilibrium could replace $^{56}$Fe as the ground state of Quantum Chromodynamics at asymptotically large densities. According to this idea, the quarks in the stellar interior become effectively massless as compared with the associated chemical potential at very large densities, forming Cooper pairs with a common Fermi momentum. Since those pairs are electrically neutral, electrons cannot be present in this superfluid ground state [70], dubbed color-flavor locked (CFL) phase. The associated energy density and pressure at quadratic order in the s-quark mass $m_s$ take the form [71]

$$\rho = \frac{9\mu^4}{4\pi^2} - \frac{3m_s^2\mu^2}{4\pi^2} + \frac{3}{\pi^2}\Delta^2\mu^2 + B, \quad p = \frac{3\mu^4}{4\pi^2} - \frac{3m_s^2\mu^2}{4\pi^2} + \frac{3}{\pi^2}\Delta^2\mu^2 - B, \quad (5.1)$$

with

$$\mu^2 = -\alpha + \left(\alpha^2 + \frac{4}{9}\pi^2(\rho - B)\right)^{1/2}, \quad \alpha = -\frac{m_s^2}{6} + \frac{2\Delta^2}{3}, \quad (5.2)$$

$B$ a phenomenological bag constant encoding the difference between the “perturbative vacuum” and the true vacuum$^2$ and $\Delta$ the superconducting gap. Combining these equations, we get a pressure-density relation [71]

$$p = \frac{1}{3}(\rho - 4B) + \frac{2\Delta^2\mu^2}{\pi^2} - \frac{m_s^2\mu^2}{2\pi^2}. \quad (5.3)$$

$^2$In the MIT bag model [72–74], hadrons consist of free or weakly interacting quarks confined to a finite region of space. This region or “bag” is stabilized by adding by hand a term $g_{\mu\nu}B$ to the energy-momentum tensor inside the bag.
The first piece in this expression corresponds to the usual MIT bag model (radiation plus constant) for strange quark matter systems [72–74]. The second one, proportional to \( \Delta^2 \), is associated with the binding energy of the di-quark condensate and tends to make the system stiffer. The last term, proportional to \( m_s^2 \), has the opposite effect.

Since the numerical values of the quantities \( m_s, B \) and \( \Delta \) characterizing the EoS (5.3) are not accurately known, they will be considered as free parameters in this work. Among the many viable cases within the stability window [75]

\[
m_s^2 < 2\mu\Delta, \quad B < \frac{m_n^4}{108\pi^2} + \frac{m_n^2\Delta^2}{2\pi^2} - \frac{m_s^2m_n^2}{12\pi^2},
\]

with \( m_n \approx 939 \text{ MeV} \) the neutron mass, we shall consider here a scenario with \( B = 60 \text{ MeV} \cdot \text{fm}^{-3}, m_s = 150 \text{ MeV} \) and \( \Delta = 100 \text{ MeV} \), in agreement with other phenomenological studies suggesting that \( B > 57 \text{ MeV/fm}^3 \) [74] and \( \Delta = (100 - 200) \text{ MeV} \) [76]. The output of numerically solving the generalized TOV equations (3.2)-(3.3) for this set of parameters is displayed in Figs. 3 and 4 for different values of the coefficient \( f_2 \) in Eq. (3.6). Like in the case of white dwarf stars, the scalar field \( \phi \) is a decreasing function of the radial coordinate from the center to the surface of the strange quark star, varying from \( 1.4 \times 10^{-1} \) to 0. However, in the latter class of stars, the central value of \( \phi \) is three orders of magnitude larger than in the case of a white dwarf, being this enhancement related to the no-longer negligible relativistic contributions in the TOV equation. As shown in Fig. 4, the ensemble of the data points of Ref. [65] can be described by a restrict set of \( f_2 \) values. Specifically, in the case of a strange quark star we found that \( -0.35 \lesssim f_2 \lesssim 0.35 \). The pressure and the energy density exhibit the typical behavior of quark matter. In particular, while both of them decrease monotonically with the radial coordinate, only the pressure vanishes at the surface of the star. Note also that the physicality conditions (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19) are clearly satisfied throughout the system.

The typical value of the scalar field at the center of strange quark stars is significantly larger than the one obtained in the case of WDs, in agreement with the larger compactness of those objects. This implies that, in spite of the many uncertainties involved, the analysis based on strange quark stars translates generically into a tighter limit, \( |f_2| \lesssim \mathcal{O}(1) \). Specifically, like the magnitude of the scalar field central value in both stars, the constraints in a quark star and, by extension in a neutron star, are three orders of magnitude better than those coming from a white dwarf.

Before concluding our work, a final comment is in order. The \( M - R \) profiles are modified due to the generalized structure equations, but the physics in the interior of the stars (composition and EoS) remain unaltered. In particular, the redistribution of the density inside the compact star alters only the radial profile of the gravity field, affecting therefore just marginally the cooling process and leaving almost intact the overall cooling time.

6 Conclusions

We have argued that compact stars comprise an interesting laboratory to test the imprints of non-local theories of gravity at small scales, being potentially complementary to solar system tests. To illustrate this, we have considered a simple parametrization of non-localities involving an analytic distortion function \( f(\Box^{-1}R) \). After recasting the associated Lagrangian density in a local representation, we made use of a static and spherically symmetric ansatz to reduce the equations of motion to a generalized Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff form. The
impact of non-localities on compact astrophysical objects has been estimated by considering two physically-motivated equations of state: i) a Chandrasekhar model describing white dwarfs, and ii) a color-flavor locked phase describing quark matter in very dense strange stars, understanding the latest as a proxy of neutron stars in terms of compactness. In both cases, we have obtained well-behaved metric solutions satisfying causality and stability criteria and able to describe realistic astrophysical configurations. Our results confirm the naive expectation: more compact objects give rise to qualitatively tighter constraints on non-localities. We found that the bounds coming from compact objects, such as strange stars or their close neutron stars companions, allow us to obtain stronger constraints on non-local gravity theories in comparison with white dwarf stars. Specifically, we have found that the parameter $f_2$ in Eq. (3.6) is three to four orders of magnitude tighter constrained by those stars than by white dwarfs, at least for the data sets considered here.

The quantitative results presented in this paper should be of course taken with care, given the current theoretical and observational uncertainties on the defining properties of these compact stars. Note, however, that this line of research is expected to grow in the near future, given the significant amount of data that will be available from the next generation of astronomical surveys. On the one hand, recent models of stellar populations suggest that galaxies like the Milky Way contain about ten billion white dwarfs [77]. The GAIA mission alone has very likely discovered already more than 260,000 white dwarfs in the Solar neighbourhood [78], making these compact stars potential laboratories for testing alternative theories of gravity. On the other hand, the upcoming X-ray and radio surveys [79] will also increase considerably the number of neutron and potential strange quark stars observed, particularly in the central region of the Milky Way [80], where the number of compact objects is expected to be significant.
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